PET 451
Autobiography

Using Hastie’s text (pp. 32-33) follow the identified points to develop your personal biography. This assignment should help you look at how you got to this point in your career choice, who influenced you, and how those individuals impacted you. Each of the 10 points must be addressed to earn full credit. Although there are no “right” or “wrong” answers, the quality of your responses will impact your grade. It may help you to use each guiding point as a header for each section of your autobiography. See the syllabus for the due date. This rubric must be submitted with your biography (no rubric, -20 points).

Components

_50 Each of the 10 points addressed

_100 Quality and thoughtfulness of responses

_50 Grammar, spelling, organization, and clarity of writing

Additional comments:__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

TOTAL GRADE:_____/200